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INTRODUCTION 
Local cohomology is usually defined only with respect to locally closed 
subsets of a (locally) noetherian scheme, which is amply sufficient for most 
applications in algebraic geometry. When dealing with ring theoretic 
problems more general subsets are needed, however. As a matter of fact, if 
one wishes to investigate the structure of reflexive sheaves on a Krull 
scheme, say, then one is inevitably led to consider the subset of all 
codimension 1 points, which is not necessarily locally closed. What all of 
these different types of subsets have in common is that they are so-called 
“generically closed” subsets ( = closed under generization). The behaviour 
of quasicoherent and coherent sheaves on generically closed subsets has 
been amply studied in [VVZ, VV3, V], where we have also introduced the 
localization of quasicoherent sheaves with respect to these. 
On the other hand, in [Sul, K. Suominen has introduced local 
cohomology with respect to arbitrary subsets of a scheme (actually, of an 
arbitrary ringed space!), with the purpose of applying this to general 
duality theory. The local cohomology groups and sheaves he obtains are 
also constructed through some localization in the category of sheaves on X. 
We will briefly recall the essentials about this below. One may of course 
wonder whether the two theories are connected in some way. At first 
glance, this may seem rather unlikely, since, e.g., the former theory only 
deals with quasicoherent sheaves, whereas the latter uses resolutions by 
arbitrary, not necessarily quasicoherent, injective sheaves. 
In this note, we prove the (maybe surprising) fact that on a locally 
noetherian scheme X the two “local cohomologies” with respect to an 
arbitrary closed subset Y coincide for any quasicoherent sheaf of modules 
on X. Actually, we prove a somewhat stronger result: in fact it suffices to 
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assume X to be a so-called locally Y-noetherian scheme. By weakening the 
hypothesis on X, our constructions can also handle Krull schemes, etc. In 
order to prove the result we just mentioned, we will have to consider some 
generalities on quasicoherent sheaves on a generically closed subset Y. For 
example, we will have to show that the sheaf 0, on Spec(R) associated to 
an injective object E in (R, F)-mod (the quotient category of R-mod 
associated to some Gabriel topology F with respect to which R is 
noetherian) is flabby. This generalizes a similar result in the noetherian 
case (cf. [Ha], for example). 
Throughout we assume the reader to be familiar with the fundamentals 
of localization theory with respect to a Gabriel topology and parts of 
[VV2], say. 
1. Let us start by recalling some preliminary results which are essen- 
tially due to K. Suominen [Su]. Assume (X, 0,) is an arbitrary ringed 
space and Z a subset of X. We denote by Y = X- Z the complement of Z 
and for convenience’s ake, we will assume throughout Y to be generically 
closed. Recall from [VV2] that YC X is said to be generically closed if it 
satisfies the following property: if XE X and y E {x} for some ye Y, then 
XE Y. Generically closed subsets occur very frequently when we consider 
torsion theoretic problems, as we will see below. On the other hand, the 
reader may easily verify that the constructions below only depend on the 
“generic closure” E of Y. 
Denote by S,(X, O,-) the full subcategory of S(X, 0,) (the category of 
sheaves of Ormodules on X) consisting of all sheaves of O,-modules E 
with the property that Supp(E) = ( x E X; E, # 0) c Z. Since for any exact 
sequence O+E’-+E+E”+O in S(X OX), we have Supp(E) = 
Supp(E’) u Supp(E”), it follows that E belongs to S,(X, 0,) if and only if 
E’ and E” belong to S,(X, 0,). As a consequence, S,(X, 0,) is an abelian 
subcategory of S(X, 0,) and the canonical embedding i,: S,(X, 0,) 4 
S,(X, 0,) is exact. 
The embedding i, possesses a right adjoint 
I’,: w, Ox) + SAX, 0,) 
which sends any sheaf of Ormodules E on X to the largest subsheaf F of E 
with FE S,(X, 0,). Such an F actually exists and is easily seen to be given 
by U -+ f zn J U, E 1 U), where r,, J U, E ( U) consists of all s E r( U, E) 
with s,=O for all XE Yn U. 
2. The functor E, is an example of an idempotent kernel functor in 
S(X, 0,). Recall from [VVl 1, for example, that a left exact subfunctor T of 
the identity of S(X, 0,) is called an idempotent kernel functor if it has the 
property that T(E/TE) = 0 for any EE S(X, 0,). We call an idempotent 
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kernel functor T local if it has the following property: if El U = F) U for a 
pair of sheaves E, FE S(X, 0,) and an open subset U of X, then 
TE 1 U= TFI U. It is easy to check that rZ is actually a local idempotent 
kernel functor. If T is a local idempotent kernel functor, then for any U c X 
it induces an idempotent kernel functor T, in S( ZJ, O,( U) by putting 
T,E = TE, 1 U for any E E S( U, O,I U) by putting T,E = TE, ) U for any 
E E S( U, O,l U), where E, is an arbitrary sheaf in S(X, 0,) with E = E, 1 U. 
Note that such an extension E, always exists (e.g., the extension of E by 
zero). 
3. If Y is generically closed subset of a scheme (X, 0,), then there is 
another natural way of associating an idempotent kernel functor to Y, this 
time in the category Q(X, 0,) of quasicoherent sheaves of Oymodules on 
X. This works as follows. If U = Spec( R) is an aritrary alline open subset of 
X, then Y n U is a generically closed subset of Spec(R), as one easily 
checks. Define a torsion theory on R, by calling an R-module A4 torsion if 
and only if M,, = 0 for all p E Y n U. This torsion theory corresponds to an 
idempotent kernel functor in R-mod, which we denote by cc.. If E is a 
quasicoherent sheaf on X, then E( U is quasicoherent on U, hence of the 
form OMcIjj for some R-module M(U). One may prove (cf. [V]) that the 
sheaves OoCMCL;, on U glue together to a sheaf on X which is of course 
quasicoherent and which we denote by o,E. 
If r~ is an arbitrary idempotent kernel functor in R-mod with associated 
Gabriel topology 9(a) and quotient category (R, o)-mod, then g yields a 
localization functor QC : R-mod + (R, a)-mod, which is left adjoint to the 
inclusion i, : (R, a)-mod -+ R- mod. We say that R is a-noetherian if Q,(R) 
is a noetherian object in (R, a)-mod. This is equivalent to any R-ideal I to 
be o-finitely generated in the sense that there exists a finitely generated 
ideal JC 2 such that Z/J is a-torsion. In this case, one may show that r~ is 
completely defined by .X((T), the set of all p E Spec(R) such that R/p is CJ- 
torsionfree, i.e., an R-module M is a-torsion if and only if M,, = 0 for all 
p E xx. If the idempotent kernel functor CJ(, defined above has the property 
that R is c.-noetherian, then we recover Y n U as x(0,). 
Let us call the scheme (X, O,y) (locally) Y-noetheriun if it may be covered 
by (a finite number of) aftine open subsets U= Spec(R), such that R is 
a”-noetherian. From now on (X, 0,) will denote a scheme which is locally 
Y-noetherian with respect to some generically closed subset Y of X and 
z=x- Y. 
4. LEMMA. With notations as before, for any E E Q(X, 0,) we have 
l-;E= a,E. 
Proof: Since rZ is local, we may obviously reduce the problem to the 
affine case, i.e., we may assume Y = A’-(e) c Spec(R) = X for some idem- 
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potent kernel functor c in R-mod and E = 0, for some R-module M. 
Now, for any U = X(f) c Spec, we have s E I’,(E)(U) if and only 
if 3 E r(Nf), 0, I X(f)) and s,, = 0 for all p E X(f) n Y. But 
ZJX(f), 0,) = M, and the set of all SE M, with s,, = 0 for all 
p E x(f) n .X(U) is exactly a(M,.) = (aM)? It follows that s E (a ,,E)( U) and 
conversely. 1 
5. Consider an arbitrary local idempotent kernel functor T in S(X, 0,) 
and let Y= (x E X, (TE), = 0 for all quasicoherent E}. It is clear that 
T< T,, with 2 = X- Y as usually. Let us assume that T maps Q(X, 0,) 
into itself. In this case we claim that TI Q(X, 0,) = Tz 1 Q(X, 0,) which 
proves that every local idempotent kernel functor is essentially of the 
previously considered type, at least if we restrict to quasicoherent sheaves. 
Indeed, since both T and r, are local, we may clearly restrict to allines; 
i.e., we may assume that X= Spec(R) and then Tz corresponds to some 
idempotent kernel functor (T in R-mod with X(a) = Y. On the other hand, 
since T maps quasicoherent sheaves to quasicoherent sheaves, it follows for 
any R-module M that TO,= 0, for some Nc M, and due to the 
exactness of the functor M H O,, it follows easily that associating N to M 
yields an idempotent kernel functor z in R-mod. Now, we claim that D = T, 
thus finishing the proof. Indeed, if PE Spec(R) has the property that 
(TM),, = 0 for all ME R-mod, then p E X(t), for if not, then p E 2’(r), so we 
get 0 = (z(R/p)), = (R/p),, a contradiction. As the other inclusion is trivial, 
we thus get X(t) = (pi Spec(R); (TM), =0 for all MER-mod} = 
(p E Spec(R); (TE),, = 0 for all quasicoherent E} = Y = X(a), proving that 
g = z, indeed. This yields the assertion. 
6. We denote the right-derived functors of Z, by 25 (i> 0). More 
generally, if Z’ c Z, then one writes Tvz. E = r, E/r,, R, and this defines a 
functor rzjz,, whose right-derived functors are denoted by 2&Z, = R’T,,. . 
In particular, we then have 2’& = 25. For any Z” c Z’ c Z, we have an 
exact sequence of functors 
from which one deduces a long exact sequence of cohomology which for 
the choice 0 c Z c X yields as a special case for any E c S(X, 0,) an exact 
sequence 
O- I’,E- EJ’ X&E- A?&E----+ 0. 
Here both %iE and T,E belong to S,(X, 0,), hence j, is a so-called 
Z-isomorphism, where a morphism U: E -+ F in S(X, 0,) is called a 
Z-isomorphism if and only if the induced morphisms u,: E, + F, are 
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isomorphic for all x E Y = X- Z, or, equivalently, if ker(u) and coker(u) 
belong to S,(X, 0,). 
7. It is fairly easy to verify that for any EE S(X, 0,) we have 
r,.%‘$,,E=O. Moreover, if EES,(X, 0,), then A?&,E=%>E=O. Using 
this, one may deduce that j,: E + .?f’$,,E is a monomorphism (resp. 
isomorphism) if and only if T,E = 0 (resp. T,E = X>E = 0) or also 
equivalently, if for any Z-isomorphism u: A4 + N in S(X, 0,) the induced 
map [M, E] -+ [N, E] is injective (resp. bijective) (cf. [Su] for details). 
If these conditions are satisfied, then we call E Z-pure (resp. Z-closed). In 
particular, if E is quasicoherent, then E is Z-pure if and only if it is 
0 rtorsionfree. Clearly, 3P& E is Z-pure for all E E S(X, 0,). Moreover, if 
E is Z-pure, then P&E is Z-closed as follows easily from the foregoing. It 
is clear that A?&F’&,E is Z-closed for any EE S(X, 0,) and that by 
composing the two j-maps there is a canonical morphism 
We call Cl,,E (endowed with this morphism pXlz) the Z-closure of E. We 
leave it as an exercise to the reader to check that the full subcategory 
S&X, 0,) of S(X, 0,) consisting of all Z-closed sheaves of Ofmodules 
on X is a strict Giraud subcategory of S(X, OX) with reflector 
Cl x/z: S(X 0,) + S,,(X 0). 
8. Restricting to quasicoherent sheaves of OXmodules on X, there is 
another natural way to construct a closure operator associated to a 
generally closed subset Y of X. Indeed, as before, we may associate to Y an 
idempotent kernel functor oy in Q(X, 0,). If U= Spec(R), then Y 
induces in R-mod the idempotent kernel functor ou = 0 given by 
X(a) = Yn UC Spec(R). Now, if A4 is an R-module, then we may 
associate to it (e.g., a la Goldman [Gol]) its localization at B denoted by 
j,: A4 + Q,(M). We refer to the literature for the actual construction and 
(universal) properties of this functor. The morphism j, induces a morphism 
of quasicoherent sheaves of O.-modules jO: 0, ---* OP,(M, on Spec(R). 
When we start from a quasicoherent sheaf E, then on U it is of the form 
E 1 U = 0, and one may verify that the morphisms j, glue together to a 
morphism jr: E-+ Q,,(E), where Qy(E)I U= Oe,(M). We call Q,(E) 
endowed with j, the OYmodule of quotients of E at Y. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that CE,,( E) = Q,,(E) for any 
quasicoherent sheaf E on X. We will first need some preparations. 
9. LEMMA. Let E he an injective object in (R, a)-mod, where R is 
u-noetherian, then 0, is jlabby on Spec( R). 
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Proof: Pick X(Z)cSpec(R), let T,E=T(X(Z), O,), then we have 
to prove that the canonical map E + T,E is surjective. Since R is 
a-noetherian, Z is cT-finitely generated, hence there exists a finitely generated 
JC Z such that Z/J is a-torsion. It has been pointed out in [V] that for any 
finitely generated ideal J of R and any R-module M we have 
W(J), 0,) = QAW, where Q, denotes the localization functor 
associated to the Gabriel topology generated by the positive powers J” of J 
and with associated idempotent kernel functor (TV. 
Let Z= C, Rfi for some f, E R and consider the open afftne covering 
{X( f,); a E A }, then we obtain an exact sequence 
O-,~J4-I%-~%, 
1 % B 
with obvious morphisms (since r(X(f,), 0,) = Efs, etc.). 
On the other hand, the X(f,) n X(J) =X(Jf%) cover X(J)c X(Z) and 
r(X(Jf%)), 0,) = QJfz(E) = Q,(E,,), (cf. [VI), hence we also get an exact 
sequence 
0 + QAE) + fl Q.&J + n Q,(E~JJ 
ix a. B 
We want to show that T,E = QJ(E). To prove this it suffices to check that 
the localization map Efg + Q,(E,,) is an isomorphism for all a E A). Now, 
Q,(EJ= Efx and Q,(QAE,$= QAQ@J)= QAEJ (cf. [VI), so it is 
clearly sufficient to prove that the induced map (Eh)p --) QJ(E,-),, is an 
isomorphism for all p. Fix p for a moment and let T denote the kernel 
(resp. cokernel) of this map and pick x E T, then J”x = 0 for some positive 
integer n, since T is @,-torsion. But, as Z/J is a-torsion, we have 
Z”R, = J”R,, so Z”x = 0 and also f ;x = 0 in the (R,-), = ( R,)fa-module T, so 
x =O. It follows that T=O, indeed, hence that T,E = QJ(E) as we claimed. 
From [AN] it follows that if E is injective in (R, o)-mod (where R is 
a-noetherian!) and if r is an idempotent kernel functor in (R, a)-mod, then 
zE is injective in (R, a)-mod, too. Since aJQO = Q,cJ, by lot. cit., clearly gJ 
induces an idempotent kernel functor in (R, o)-mod, indeed. We thus 
obtain that E = a,E @ F, where F is a a-closed R-module, which is clearly 
also injective in (R, a)-mod. But then F= E/a,E is also injective in R-mod, 
as one easily ascertains hence Q,(E) = Q,( E/a, E) = E/a, E, i.e., the localiz- 
ing morphism reduces to E -+ E/a,E, which is surjective, indeed. 1 
10. PROPOSITION. Let X he a scheme, which is locally noetherian with 
respect o some generically closed subset Y, then for any quasicoherent sheaf 
of O,rmodules E on X, we have 
Cl,,(E) = Q AE). 
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Proof It clearly suffices to prove the result in the affine case. So, 
assume X= Spec( R) for some noetherian ring R and Y = X(a) for some 
idempotent kernel functor (T in R-mod, such that R is a-noetherian. The 
sheaf E is then of the form 0, for some R-module M. If N = Q,(M), then 
we wish to show that Cl,,(O,) = 0,. There is an exact sequence 
O+oM+M+Q,(M)+T+O 
with T being a-torsion. This sequence induces an exact sequence of sheaves 
of O,-modules 
o-o,,- 0,---L 0 Qa(M) - or- 0. 
Here O,, = 0~0, = l-,0, and TzO,=~,O,= OaT= O,, so u is a 
Z-isomorphism and induces an isomorphism Cl,,O, 2: Ci,,O,, We 
want to show that 0, is Z-closed. 
Let E be an injective object in (R, a)-mod, containing N-actually, if E 
is an injective R-module containing N, it is automatically a-closed (and 
injective in R-mod), since it is o-torsionfree as N is a-torsionfree and since 
the property of being a-closed is equivalent to that of being g-injective and 
o-torsionfree. Here E is said to be a-injective if for any pair of R-modules 
M’ c M with o-torsion quotient M/M’, the obvious map [M, E] -+ 
[M’, E] is surjective. Since N and E are both a-closed, it is easy to verify 
that E/N is o-torsionfree. We obtain an exact sequence of sheaves of 
O.-modules 
The first three terms all vanish, by the same argument as above. We will 
see below that XhO, = 0, so it follows that %>O, = 0. Since we also have 
TzO, = OaN= 0, we thus find that 0, is Z-closed, indeed, hence that 
Clx,,(O,)= Cl&O,) = 0,. So, let us show that X&Oo.=O, where E is 
an injective module in (R, o)-mod. Pick some injective sheaf K E S(X, 0,) 
fitting in an exact sequence 
0-0,&K ’ +L-0. 
We claim that the induced sequence 
(*I 
is exact too. 
(**) 
For this, it suffices to check that the map r,K + T,L is surjective, since 
r, is left exact. As a matter of fact, this map is even exact on the presheaf 
level; i.e., TzK( U) + I’,L( U) is surjective for every open subset U of X. 
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One clearly reduces to the case U = X, so let s E I’,L( U); i.e., s E 1,(X, L) 
and sl. = 0 for all YE Y, then we may find some f~ T(X, K) with 
p(X)(f) = s. Indeed, from Lemma 9, it follows that 0, is flabby, hence (*) 
is exact as a sequence of presheaves (cf. [God]). 
Restricting to Y and taking global sections, the sequence (*) yields an 
exact sequence 
o------+r(Y,o,IY) j br(Y,KIY)A rty, LI n 
where ( ) 1 Y = i*(-), if i: Y 4 X denotes the canonical inclusion. Denote by 
s I-+ s / Y the restriction map, then clearly rr(fl Y) = s 1 Y = 0, so fl Y = j(a) 
for some a E Z7( Y, 0, I Y). It has been proved in [V] that our assumptions 
imply for any R-module M that r(m(a), 0,) = Q,(M), so r( Y, O,I Y) = 
Q,(E) = E; i.e., a E E. But then p(X)(f- u) = p(X)(f) = s, since rc is induced 
by p and (t - a)-” = t,. - uy = 0 for all y E Y. This proves that (**) is exact. 
But then, since .Y?%K = 0 (as K is assumed to be injective), it follows that 
necessarily 2&O, = 0, as we claimed. This finishes the proof. [ 
11. Note. One of the main reasons for introducing the localization 
functor Q y associated to a generically closed subset Y of some scheme X is 
to study relative invariants of X, such as the relative Picard groups and the 
relative Brauer group. The relative Picard group Pic(X, Y), e.g., is based on 
isomorphism classes of quasicoherent sheaves of Oflmodules E such that 
for some similar F there exists some isomorphism Q .(EO F) = Q y(Ox) 
and may be used to calculate the Picard group of Y (e.g., if X is a Krull 
scheme and Xi is the set of its codimension 1 points, then Pic(X, X”‘) = 
Cf(X), the class group of X). 
All of this only works well, however, if X is locally of Y-finite type 
(see [VI; this notion is somewhat weaker than that of being locally 
Y-noetherian). Using Suominen’s local cohomology, one may introduce 
these relative invariants in full generality, by replacing the localization Q,, 
by the Z-closure operation Cl,,. The previous result then states exactly 
that no harm is done, at least if we do this over a locally Y-noetherian 
scheme and restrict to quasicoherent sheaves. From results in [V] it should 
be clear that the “right” generalization of a reflexive divisorial lattice over a 
Krull scheme should be a lattice which is Z-closed. The group based on 
isomorphism classes of these should be an interesting invariant, since it 
also contains information about not necessarily quasicoherent sheaves. We 
will come back to this later. 
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